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 The "Lie" of the Land

 Native Sovereignty Indian Literary Nationalism, and

 Early Indigenism in Leslie Marmon Silko's Ceremony

 SHARON HOLM

 If there is anything that radically distinguishes the imagination of anti

 imperialism, it is the primacy of the geographical element.

 Edward W. Said, Culture and Imperialism

 In Leslie Marmon Silko's 1977 novel Ceremony the "primacy of the
 geographical" has often been interpreted as a particularly holistic and

 healing sense of place?what the critic Robert M. Nelson has char
 acterized as the "spirit of place."1 This heightened awareness of the
 spiritual and redemptive power of the natural and the imaginative in

 Ceremony?the indelible link between land and story?is famously
 focused through the novel's protagonist, Tayo, as he (re)engages with
 the Laguna Pueblo landscape in a specific way: "Everywhere he looked,
 he saw a world made of stories, the long ago, time immemorial sto
 ries, as old Grandma called them. It was a world alive, always changing
 and moving; and if you knew where to look, you could see it."2 Silko,

 in common with many Native American and Indigenous writers, sees
 an exact and direct relationship between oral narrative forms such as

 myths, ceremonies, and stories and a tribally specific geosacred rela
 tionship with the land or landscape?with the landscape encompass
 ing the animate matrix between and including land and sky and all
 plants and beings within.

 Nelson observes this geomythic view of the landscape in Ceremony as

 a consequence of the epistemological belief of the Keres people, whose
 "stories grow out of the land just the way other forms of life do": "To put

 the matter into existential terms, the 'existence' of the land precedes the
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 'essences' (cultural and personal identities, and the stories about those

 identities) that come into being there. Acquisition of a 'realistic' vision

 of the landscape is ... a prerequisite to the acquisition of a verifiable
 cultural identity."3 Silko is a member of the Laguna Pueblo people, and

 her writings reflect this particular Keresan vision of the land as the con

 crete conferral of more amorphous "essences" of cultural identity and

 story. This is due in part to a particularly intense relationship with the

 land that stems from her growing up in and around Laguna as well as

 the exceptional historical circumstances that spared the Laguna people's

 removal from their homelands under colonial occupation. Silko empha

 sizes that the Laguna "have always been able to stay with the land," and

 as a consequence of this geographical stability there is an unimpeachable

 quality to Laguna cultural authority: "Stories are so much a part of these

 places that it is almost impossible for future generations to lose them?

 there is story connected with every place, every object in the landscape."4

 For Silko, land not only generates stories but also author(ize)s them as

 cultural identity. This personal and tribal experience of historical and

 geographic isolation, coupled with "the powers and potencies" of a syn

 aesthetic experience of landscape, has led to the critical assumption that

 Ceremony, along with other Native American novels such as N. Scott
 Momaday's House Made of Dawn and James Welch's Winter in the Blood,
 exhibits a particularly untroubled, almost unmediated, spiritual rela
 tionship between words and place.5 The common elements in these texts

 of geographic isolation and geomythic emphasis have led William Bevis
 to observe: "Place is not only an aspect of these works; place may have

 made them possible."6 Such critical response reveals in perfect measure

 the profoundly symbiotic relationship between place and narrative in

 Ceremony, illustrating the "primacy of the geographical" to its creative

 expression and formal dimensions.

 However, the historical continuity of territorial access and isolation

 that magnifies the symbiotic, generative relationship between oral sto

 ries and the land, while legitimating their place as markers of "verifiable

 identity," has also encouraged a problematic critical approach, partic
 ularly if issues of Native sovereignty and Indian nationalism are con
 sidered. It is seemingly counterintuitive, perhaps, to claim that because
 such a strong and unbroken relationship between story and land exists

 throughout Silko's work, considerations of the land and its function have

 remained relatively unchallenged by critics. Yet evidence exists in the
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 critical disavowal of social processes and historical and political inter

 vention in the formation of cultural identity, as borne out by Nelson's

 suggestion that in Ceremony "the common referent that serves to define,

 evaluate, and confirm or validate identity is a physical landscape rather
 than a social fabric."7 There has been a critical reluctance to explore the

 position the Laguna occupy within the novel in relation to maintenance

 of their sovereign status and the external socioeconomic pressures that

 are imposed upon that positioning (what could be seen as part of the
 larger "social fabric" of its post-World War II setting) precisely because

 land works so intrinsically and vitally in the recovery and legitimation

 of cultural identity. As Dennis Cutchins points out, the emphasis on
 Ceremony's "mythic, ahistorical qualities" generated by both recent and

 past critical perspectives on place has played a part in subsuming the
 material and historical impact of colonialism and the land-related issues
 inherent in the text.8

 It is beyond the scope of this article to conduct anything but a glanc

 ing engagement with Ceremony's critical history, which is complexly
 bound up in the emergence of Native American literary studies in the

 academy in the 1970s and early 1980s. Certain early critical approaches

 that incorporated intracultural and ethnographic readings concentrated

 on the geosacred relationship of landscape to the various Keres myths
 and oral narratives and the more formal structures of ceremonial pro

 cesses (i.e., the hoop ceremony of the Dine [Navajo]) and emphasized
 the healing and culturally restorative properties of such traditional
 spiritual-religious activities.9 On reflection, it is understandable how
 such readings may have contributed to the adoption of Ceremony by a
 Utopian strain of 1970s environmental and countercultural movements

 as a text reflective of their earnest if romantic-tinged nostalgia for the

 mystic properties and redemptive possibilities associated with Native
 relationships with land.10 Ceremony's subsequent canonization as the

 exemplar of Native American contemporary writing also complicated

 critical positions, with critics aiding and abetting such dehistoricizing

 approaches to place and land to facilitate what Jana Sequoya-Magdaleno
 calls the "essence-seeking project of multicultural canon formation."11
 Yet while such critical responses may hint at a covert romantic desire for

 the concrete relationship between Native language and land, this is not
 to imply that specific issues of land-related sovereignty have not been
 recognized or addressed by critics.12 Certainly, the text has been seen as
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 promoting a strong sense of nascent and inherent sovereignty in terms
 of its commitment to "tribalism" or "nativism" or in its "focus on tribal

 consciousness," while other critics have addressed the more topical
 issues of uranium mining and artificially imposed borders on Laguna
 land.13 However, the continuing emphasis on the spiritual importance
 of the land in connection with the primacy of the oral in Silko's work

 (as well as the function of orality and place in issues of cultural recovery

 in contemporary Native American literature) has led many critics and

 readers to assume that the historical and ideological conflicts surround

 ing Native sovereignty in Ceremony are tacitly reconciled.14 That is, the

 spiritual, symbolic, and mythic restoration of the land via Tayo's healing

 journey home and his eventual tribal reintegration is more than enough

 to resolve the various sovereignty-related issues that the text elicits.

 In response to this presumed resolution, Karen Piper makes the salient

 point in her 1997 essay, "Police Zones: Territory and Identity in Leslie

 Marmon Silko's Ceremony? that Native American sovereignty, while
 inherent in the stories, can never be assured: "While reservations have

 been technically granted 'sovereignty,' it is sovereignty only under the

 umbrella of U.S. protectionism. So even where Indians have occupied

 the same land, the mental mappings of cultural patterns that established

 the perception of the landscape have been reorganized."15 Piper's point
 here is that while Native sovereignty is (problematically) underwrit
 ten by the umbrella of U.S. protectionism, it is also written over by the

 self-interested legal and historical claims of the nation-state. Not only
 are the operations of sovereignty of "nations within" seen to be (over)

 determined by the legal parameters of the nation-state, but the nation

 state performs both a physical and ideological reorganization of the
 conceptual, spiritual, and mythic Native interpretation and assertion

 of sovereignty or tribal peoples' sovereign status.16 Thus, while critics

 assert the undeniable and resilient spiritual relationship that the Laguna

 enjoy with their land as well as their unbroken physical proximity to it,

 irrevocable socioeconomic and geophysical changes determined by the

 emerging ideologies of late capitalism in the form of mining and log
 ging operations in the novel are the tensions that both underpin and
 unsettle the view of the land and Silko's visions of Native sovereignty
 in the text.17 As Arnold Krupat succinctly expressed to his readers in a

 recent discussion of the relationship between land and story in Native
 oral narratives, "the sense of the 'land' at issue here, is to be sure, spiri
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 tual... but it is also legal and political, involving 'land ownership' and

 control?sovereignty!'18

 CRITICAL RE-VISIONS: NATIONALISM AND

 INDIGENISM RECONSIDERED

 Krupat's statement, while not specifically aimed at Ceremony, is use
 ful in reminding us that the geosacred themes of unity and spiritual
 balance in Silko's text also incorporate a highly developed sense of
 anti-imperialism identified in Simon Ortiz's 1981 article, "Towards a

 National Indian Literature: Cultural Authenticity in Nationalism."
 Claiming that the oral tradition has been used as a highly political tool

 in Native written expression by providing the elements of "return and

 reaffirmation" of Native culture, Ortiz cites Ceremony as an example of

 how contemporary Native literatures now textually inscribe or "trans
 late" the elements of orality to construct a national Indian literature

 of resistance.19 This is what Ortiz sees as the "struggle to maintain life
 and the resistance against loss," or what the Anishinaabe writer Gerald
 Vizenor has characterized as the "literature of survivance."20

 It has been this resistance?political, armed, spiritual?which has

 been carried out by the oral tradition. The continued use of the
 oral tradition today is evidence that the resistance is on-going. Its
 use in fact, is what has given rise to the surge of literature created

 by contemporary Indian authors. And it is this literature, based
 upon continuing resistance which has given a particularly nation
 alistic character to the Native American voice.21

 Ortiz's statement, of course, honors the invaluable cultural work the

 oral tradition performs as a core element in Native literature, which
 by its sheer inclusion reinforces tribally specific cultural and spiritual

 identification and communitarian values in an ongoing (post) colonial

 situation. Yet for Ortiz and other Native writers not only is the oral
 tradition synonymous with a political agency associated with cultural

 recovery and resistance, but storytelling itself?"new" or "old" in any

 form or language in Native literature?acts in a transformative capac
 ity to "Indigenize" sovereignty in the eyes of its Native and non-Native

 readers. As Jace Weaver confirms, Ortiz's article is historically impor
 tant not only because "it laid the ground work for American Indian
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 Literary Nationalism" but because it also recognizes "the integrity of
 Indian literature in English" to continue its political and aesthetic roles

 of presenting "indigenous transformations of colonial impulses."22 For

 Ortiz, Ceremony is specifically illustrative of what could be character
 ized as a form of a "political aesthetic" in Native American literature.

 Alongside Tayo's active (re) engagement with the oral tradition as well

 as his conscious creation of new stories (his "insistence to keep telling
 and creating stories" that offer contemporary cultural "salvation and

 affirmation"), the text also signals the responsibility of Indian writ

 ers to "advocate [via literature] for their people's self-government,
 sovereignty, and control of land and natural resources." In 1981 such

 burgeoning authorial responsibility, married with a contemporary
 "Indigenization" of the political purpose of the oral tradition, indicated

 to Ortiz that Native literature was "developing a character of national
 ism which indeed it should have."23

 By 1996 Ortiz's early recognition of Ceremony s nationalist impulse
 and then-contemporary political aesthetic, however, becomes histori
 cized and somewhat neutered in Krupat's study The Turn to the Native:

 Studies in Criticism and Culture, in which he aligns the literature of the

 Native American renaissance with Kwame Anthony Appiah's view of
 early postcolonial African literature as performing a formal "anticolo
 nial and nationalist" function.24 Appiah identifies the first stage of an

 African postcolonial literature as represented by certain novels of the
 1950s and 1960s that were "theorized as the imaginative recreation of a

 common cultural past that [was] crafted into a shared tradition by the
 writer." These novels "authorize a 'return to traditions'" in the pursuit
 of "realist legitimations of nationalism." Yet this "return to traditions,"

 while signaling a return to the ethos and practices suggested by a pre
 colonial past, is also a conscious construct?an "invented tradition" of

 a particular African nativism that, according to Appiah, is formed in

 response to as well as implicated in the cultural hegemony of the West.

 Much of the reason that the first-stage novel is abandoned for the later

 postnationalist (and postrealist) second stage is to reject this particu
 lar realist legitimation of a nativist-inflected African nationalism that

 by 1968 had, in Appiah's words, "plainly failed."25 If Krupat's paralleling

 of the "invented traditions" of first-stage African literary postcolonial

 ism with Ceremony and Momaday's House Made of Dawn is ostensibly
 to provide "a theoretical framework to analyze the ideological work of
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 some contemporary Native American novels," his absence of an overt
 discussion of Indian nationalism in relation to the idea of "invented

 tradition" is odd, considering how intrinsic nationalism is in Appiah's

 theorizing. Krupat quickly establishes that both Silko's and Momaday's
 recuperation of the traditional in their texts is a strategic invocation of a

 "conception of 'Indianness' that it invents or constructs in more or less
 realist fashion 'for the world' and also for Native Americans."26 This ver

 sion of "tradition," similar to the tradition in African novels, is, accord

 ing to Krupat, informed by European and American literary traditions

 and publishing markets and the privileged institutional support gained

 through the educational experiences of its authors.27 And while Krupat

 doesn't actually say this, it is tacitly implied that its nationalistic impulse

 embodied in its legitimating textual realism (or mythic realism in Silko's

 case) experiences the same fate as Appiah's "plainly failed" African nativ

 ist-inflected nationalism. In Krupat's time line the nationalism-tribal

 ism exhibited by Native American first-stage novels that he dismisses as

 "demonstrating] a very distinct 'nostalgia for Roots,' in Appiah's phrase,"

 is excised to give way to what he sees as a second-stage postcolonial writ

 ing, offering (in Appiah's phrase again) a "postnativist politics ... [and]

 a transnational rather than national solidarity" that progressively points

 forward to a more cosmopolitan and global perspective.28

 Rather than pursue this problematic paralleling of Indian liter
 ary nationalism with first-stage African literary nationalism, which, as

 Appiah maintains, is "determined less by 'indigenous' notions of resis
 tance than by the West's own Herderian legacy," it is more productive to

 consider Ceremony's engagement with an Indigenist ethos, implementing

 a particular approach to land and language that refuses to romanticize its

 relationship to "tradition."29 While Ceremony may engage in part with a

 non-Native "invented tradition," it is a tradition fruitfully augmented by

 "indigenous notions of resistance" working in tandem with contempo

 rary issues of nationalism associated with the text's material and ideologi

 cal cross-cultural location of the U.S.-Laguna-Mexican borderlands. This

 emphasis on location or land opens up the possibilities of abandoning a

 Native literary time line that moves in an assumed progressive develop
 ment from the wilds of a nationalist nostalgia to the now-familiar terrain

 of a transnational cosmopolitanism for one favoring a more spatial frame

 of reference that sees both transnational solidarity and Indian national

 ism as historically and ideologically concomitant in contemporary (post)
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 colonial Native literature.30 Viewed this way, it is possible not only to con

 nect the nationalist impulse in Ceremony but to see the nascent Indigenist

 consciousness of Tayo as forming links with the armies of the Indigenous

 and the dispossessed marching north toward Tucson to take back the land

 in Silko's 1991 novel, Almanac of the Dead.

 Ronald Niezen in The Origins of Indigenism: Human Rights and the

 Politics of Identity offers some guidelines as to what binds Indigenous
 peoples and how such commonalities are the foundational tenets of the

 more formalized political movement of Indigenism:

 There is an attachment that all participants share to some form

 of subsistence economy, to a territory or homeland that predates

 the arrival of settlers and surveyors, to a spiritual system that pre

 dates the arrival of missionaries, and to a language that expresses
 everything that is important and distinct about their place in the

 universe. Most importantly they share the loss and destruction of

 these things. Their cultural markers gain self-conscious signifi
 cance the more they are diminished by outside forces. They also
 share the corresponding commitment to find stability and restor

 ative justice?even if it means using the very tools of literacy and
 law that, in other hands, are responsible for their oppression. What

 many seek to achieve, whether realistically or not, is a correction
 of the historical deficit, an opportunity to present their own expe

 rience alongside the exclusionary and incomplete accounts of the
 founding state, or what Prasenjit Duara describes as the "false
 unity of a self-same, national subject evolving through time."31

 This extended quotation reveals how the universal or common histori

 cal and cultural experience of colonized Indigenous peoples is insep
 arable from a shared political vision?one that is equally shared by
 Native American tribal nations or peoplehoods. In terms of Ceremony
 the "correction of the historical deficit" that occurs with the reiteration

 of historical, mythic, and ceremonial Native (Laguna and Dine) narra
 tives not only readdresses issues to do with the restoration of a cultural

 history?often the basis for a discussion of Native literary aesthetics in
 critical approaches?but also, in their restoration and reiteration, "re
 presents" original Indigenous land claims and forms a strong compo
 nent of Ceremony's political aesthetic and intrinsic Indian nationalism.

 Such "re-presentation," in turn, exposes the tensions that accompany
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 ideas of citizenship, "Americanness," and the assimilative impulse of
 U.S. democracy when confronted with the idea of sovereign Indian
 nations and autonomous Indian identities that exist within the physi

 cal and ideological boundaries of the nation-state.

 While Tayo's reintegration into Laguna spiritual and cultural life via
 a reconnection with the land resolves certain important cultural issues

 for the Laguna Pueblo peoples themselves, it also offers opportunities

 for critical exploration of the more conceptual boundaries of Indian
 and American "nation-ness" described in the Niezen quote above as

 the "false unity of a self-same, national subject evolving through time."

 Not only is a nationalist ethos expressed, with Ceremony forming an
 important work of formally (re)imagining the Native nation, as Ortiz

 has claimed, but the stories of the past and present that Tayo reconnects

 with also "present their own experience alongside the exclusionary and

 incomplete accounts of the founding state" to productively intervene in

 the (false) narrative claims for a unified national subject under U.S. sov

 ereignty. This is particularly true when we consider the challenge these

 various stories mount to an American narrative of territorial develop
 ment and private ownership. The concept of the land as generative of
 a non-Native (white) perspective of progress and nationhood is con
 tinually revealed as predicated on a false premise of "ownership." The

 repeated claims of stolen land in the text work not only to expose the
 untenable nature of the U.S. nation-state's claim for an inclusive democ

 racy but to highlight the disavowal of stolen Native land at its founda

 tional heart. It is this version of American democracy against which
 Ceremony galvanizes its Indian nationalism. While this could be inter

 preted as reading the text primarily through an imperialist position that

 emphasizes "established paths of Western knowledge, or with a limited

 notion of Native perspectives," Niezen's account of Indigenist identity
 shows how that identity is now formed and affirmed by contemporary
 political, ideological, and spiritual dimensions of Native and non-Native

 concepts of sovereignty.32 This is an Indigenist identity that, I maintain,

 underwrites a particular "traditional" and uncompromising relation
 ship with place while also acknowledging that a complex historical and

 contemporary interrelationship with differing epistemological, political,

 and economic practices affects how both a "spiritual system" and a con
 temporary political viability of place can be maintained.

 My further claim is that Tayo's wakening political consciousness and
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 Indian nationalist concerns such as Indian self-determination, restor

 ative justice, and land claims also indicate Ceremony's early Indigenist
 leanings, which utilize political energies beyond its textual postwar set

 ting. Such early Indigenism or investigation of an Indigenist ethos can

 be attributed to the impetus of the anti-Vietnam War and Red Power

 movements current during the time of Ceremony s creative gestation of

 1973~75- While my claim for Ceremony s formal alliance with Indigenism

 as an international movement might appear somewhat anachronistic
 for its 1950s setting, viewed through the lens of 1970s Indian radicalism

 and its connection with international solidarity movements, the rela

 tionship becomes clear. As Joanne Nagel notes, "Indian activists did not
 miss the connection between American Indian self-determination and

 that of other oppressed peoples. In 1974 members of AIM established
 the International Indian Treaty Council (IITC), and dedicated its efforts

 to the broader issue of indigenous people's rights around the world."33

 The second half of this article explores Ceremony s representation of

 such early Indigenism and the political energy of the Vietnam era, par

 ticularly investigating the discourse associated with stolen land, military

 supremacy, and the patriotism of its 1950 post-World War II Native vet

 erans. While the text addresses the issues of postwar assimilation and the

 continuing erosion of cultural and political sovereignty associated with
 1950s relocation and termination programs, I suggest it also resonates

 with the disillusionment of the returning American Indian veterans
 of Vietnam who mobilized their bitterness into radicalized Red Power

 movements in the promotion of self-determination and sovereignty
 in the 1970s. In Ceremony contested ideas of American identity, "tradi

 tion," pan-Indian identity, and an awareness of Indigenous solidarity
 emerging in the 1970s are productively connected with post-World War

 II issues of Indian cultural sovereignty and land claims to generate for

 Tayo both a political and a spiritual sense of place.

 CEREMONY AND THE "LIE" OF THE LAND

 Stolen rivers and mountains
 the stolen land will eat their hearts

 and jerk their mouths from the Mother.

 The people will starve
 ?Witchery narrative, Ceremony
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 The depoliticizing critical responses to Ceremony briefly discussed
 earlier are unsettling in the light of the intratextual and extratextual
 historical frames in which it was written. Set immediately after World

 War II, it follows the psychically fragmented and shell-shocked mixed
 blood Laguna Indian veteran Tayo as he struggles to make sense of an

 American society that rejects him while trying to effect a reintegration

 with a Laguna Pueblo community in spiritual, economic, and social
 decline. But Ceremony also works as an antiwar novel infused with the

 energy of the anti-Vietnam War feeling at the time of its creation in

 1973-74.34 Alan Wald observes that Silko is "trying to transfer the politi

 cal themes of anti-imperialism and Third World solidarity character
 istic of the Vietnam era back to the less-questioned World War II era,
 in order to suggest that similar mechanisms of racism and economic

 exploitation are involved in all wars waged by the United States." This

 transference of political themes in Ceremony's backward glance to the

 early fifties allows the text to infuse the issues of its own historical set

 ting with a politicizing energy?an "edge"?that Wald characterizes as

 the "best in the politico-cultural rebellion of the 1960s and 1970s."35 This

 is supported by Chadwick Allen's observation that by the early 1960s the

 "national pride generated by achievements in World War II was no lon
 ger powerful enough to sustain a [Native] politics?or an aesthetics?of

 accommodation."36 According to Chadwick, such a politics-aesthetics of

 accommodation was a position adopted by many Native activists and
 writers who saw assimilation as a way to achieve improved socioeco
 nomic positions and the hope of full rights of citizenship.37 Such oppor

 tunities for economic improvement and citizenship were encouraged
 and supported by non-Natives who interpreted American Indian par
 ticipation in the war as an expression of patriotism and a shared nation

 alist ideology.

 However, in the 1960s and 1970s this postwar politics of accommo
 dation changed with Native involvement in the Vietnam War and its

 aftermath. The appearance of socially and psychically disenfranchised
 Indian ex-vets, along with the continuing effects of the "policies of the
 termination and relocation era,... worked to alienate American Indians

 from the ideals and goals of the dominant culture and the federal gov

 ernment."38 Many ex-vets turned to the solidarity and esteem building
 of pantribal Red Power activism and the American Indian Movement

 (AIM), motivated in part by the alienation from American society that
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 returning Vietnam War vets (both Native and non-Native) experienced
 as well as the increasing antiwar feeling infusing the country. Nagel
 links such alienation and social unrest with imperialist imperatives in

 the U.S. policy in Vietnam, suggesting that this was the beginning of a
 wider American consciousness of the rise of international independence

 movements that in turn influenced federal Indian policy. With the U.S.

 military intervention in Vietnam being seen as "supporting an unpopu

 lar repressive regime resisting a nationalist revolution," a fundamental

 rejection of colonial enterprise grew alongside the promotion of the
 concept of self-determination "both in the independence movements of

 the new states and in the origins of the American republic." This, in turn,

 fostered support for a Native self-determination policy while signally

 "contribut[ing] to the overthrow of termination policy."39 Arguably, the

 post-World War II issues of self-determination, assimilation, and ter
 mination (which many times appear on the periphery in critical discus

 sions of Ceremony) benefit from Silko's awareness and transference of

 such political energy motivated by global independence movements and

 Indigenism that Nagel cites as important to 1970s federal policy reform
 and Indian self-determination and issues of sovereignty.

 While the postwar issues in Ceremony are reflected, either directly
 or indirectly, through land concerns in light of then-current eco
 nomic pressures, they are also reflected in the more "amorphous" and
 conceptual ideas of patriotism and national identity, both Indian and
 American, which originate from particular interrelated interpretations

 of land as both a spatial and ideological entity and material ground.
 Ceremony reminds its readers that land and landscape in its scope and
 scale are also crossed and constructed by an (animate) matrix "of the

 struggles, compromises, and temporarily settled relations of competing

 and cooperating social actors: it is both a thing . . . and a social pro
 cess, at once solidly material and ever changing."40 So ideas of postwar
 assimilation with mainstream American society (which were "acceler

 ated" by governmental policies of termination and relocation) affected

 the more intangible aspects of Indian identity that accompany issues of
 self-determination and citizenship. In the text traditional beliefs and

 ideas of tribal loyalty struggle and effect a compromise with an emerg

 ing sense of identification with an American liberal ideal of individual

 expression and participation in a capitalist economy. The off-reserva
 tion and urban experiences of the returning Indian vets (of whom there
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 were many), whose heightened social and economic expectations were
 not met by depressed reservation economies on their return, raised
 the level of Indian postwar unemployment.41 Silko's recounting of the

 Laguna experience illustrates how the high level of unemployment
 coupled with a depressed postwar Laguna reservation economy subse
 quently prompted disinvestment by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)
 of Indian land control and environmental interests on the reservations

 in the promise of employment and better pay from uranium mining,

 logging, and water concerns. According to Wald, the text's depiction of

 the difficult cultural compromise that by necessity welcomed mining

 interests emphasizes "Ceremony's political dimensions," particularly its

 "complex and perhaps contradictory . . . critique of capitalism." Wald's

 Marxist assessment, written in 1981, of Ceremony highlights its textual

 concerns, seeing its portrayal of a value system embraced by whites as

 "transform[ing] a vital natural world into 'objects'... that recalls Marx's

 discussion of commodity fetishism in volume I of Capital!' However, it is

 possible to consider the novel's dialogue with capitalism and its involve

 ment in Laguna tribal culture as now positing a wider extratextual cri

 tique.42 Ceremony continues to offer valid interrogations that challenge

 both a critical legacy and now a literary marketplace that "fetishizes" its

 concepts of land or place as ahistorical?untouched by the "realism" of
 contemporary economic and social pressures.

 The various choices of the characters in Ceremony are indicative of
 then-contemporary ideological battles between the real appeal (for
 some) of assimilation, with its increased economic and social opportu

 nity, versus a separatism ensuring an "enduring cultural distinctiveness."

 Such battles engaged in the more politicized discourse of patriotism and

 citizenship versus Native sovereignty and self-determination. The text

 illuminates this most acutely through its complicated nexus of land,

 military, ceremony, and story, in which the empty ritualistic gestures of

 the American military, the conflicting usage, patterning, and property of

 land, and the reinvigoration of ceremony in its many forms reside. The

 idea of belonging, of becoming a fully fledged American citizen with its

 then-assimilative demands is played out most clearly in the interludes

 with Tayo and his fellow veterans. In the military interludes the debates

 concerning American identity and participation in American nation
 hood are deeply associated with various manifestations of the meaning
 of land, country, and place and most importantly the deceptions and
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 illegal occupation or possession related to such manifestations. For Tayo

 and his cousin Rocky the army offers the possibility of wider social and

 economic vistas and excitement not found on the Laguna Pueblo, but,

 most important, it seductively promises a sense of belonging and a vicar

 ious participation in an American (white) world. The recruiter declares:

 "Anyone can fight for America," he began, giving special emphasis

 to "America," "even you boys. In a time of need, anyone can fight

 for her." . . . "Now I know you boys love America as much as we

 do, but this is your big chance to show it!" He stood up then, as he

 had rehearsed, and looked them in the eye sincerely. He handed
 them color pamphlets with a man in a khaki uniform and gold
 braid on the cover; in the background, behind the figure in the
 uniform, there was a gold eagle with its wings spread across an
 American flag. (64)

 Once Tayo and Rocky join the army they "belong": "They were America

 the Beautiful, too, this was the land of the free." When they put on the

 uniform "they didn't look no different no more. They got respect" (42).

 Seduced by the false allure of patriotic duty, with its added perquisites

 of "cold beer and blonde cunt," Rocky and Tayo join the American
 (military and socioeconomic) dream only to experience rapid disillu
 sionment, the nightmare of war, and, in Rocky's case, death (42). Tayo
 quickly learns that the uniform provides an illusory effect; while it is
 worn it effaces Indian identity in a white world, but the minute the war

 is over they become "Indians" again, with all the associated negative
 and racially prejudiced connotations: "The first day in Oakland he and

 Rocky walked down the street and an old white woman rolled down
 the window and said 'God bless you, God bless you,' but it was the uni

 form, not them, she blessed" (41). The uniform acts as a signifier that

 hides and deflects their Indianness under the guise of allegiance to as

 well as being included in the idea of the American nation-state and the
 democratic ideal.

 In death, too, the American flag works in a similarly potent way as the

 uniform, yet its symbolic nationalism is subverted. Draped over the cof

 fins of Tayo's fellow veterans Harley and Leroy at the end of the novel,

 it, like the uniform, cancels or neutralizes their Indian identity, yet Silko

 makes it double as a pathetic symbol of American failure in terms of
 Indian policy: "Two big flags covered the coffins completely, and it
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 looked as if the people from the village had only gathered to bury the

 flags" (259). This "burial" of the flags carries a double-edged meaning.
 It stands for honor for one's country and as acknowledgment of Leroy's

 and Harley's contribution in the defense of the American way and
 American land, yet its image of a metaphoric burial (the flag is always

 taken off and folded before the coffin is placed in the ground) implies

 there is little meaning in being American for the Indian community.
 Indeed, it suggests that for returning Indian war veterans like Harley and

 Leroy an American postwar identity involves belonging to an endemic
 culture of violence and alcoholism that cancels or "erases" Indians in

 narratives of death and self-degradation akin to the nineteenth-century

 narrative of the "vanishing American." Karen Piper asserts:

 Tayo and his friends struggle to shape their identity between two

 different sorts of signifying realms, one of "official" American

 identity (signified by the flag) and the other, that of the erased
 Indian (signified by the corpse). And while the uniform may
 temporarily link them to the white signifying chain, their bodies

 remain connected to an Indian landscape.43

 While it is easy to agree with her point that an American ("vanishing,"

 "erased") Indian identity and the identity offered by becoming a "legit

 imate" American are the poles that the Indian veterans are forced to

 negotiate, her point that Harley and Leroy are "connected to an Indian
 landscape" is less acceptable with a more considered examination of
 their deaths.

 Harley and Leroy are victims of "the witchery"?a Manichaean-like
 narrative of evil?perpetrated by one of their fellow vets, Emo, who
 embodies the anxiety and violence (both directed at oneself and at oth

 ers) of internalized colonization along with a sense of misguided patrio

 tism. Their bodies are discovered "dismembered," with Leroy's "old GMC

 pickup crushed round them like the shiny metal coffin the Veterans

 Office bought for each of them" (259-60). Harley (who has been tor
 tured to death by Emo) and Leroy are so disfigured that the coffins are

 sealed from view and a perfunctory army funeral replaces any Laguna

 death ritual or burial ceremony. The used GMC truck is a carefully cho

 sen symbol by Silko. Its sale to Leroy is cited earlier as reminding Tayo
 of the giving of wool blankets infected with smallpox to the Apaches
 in the 1860s. Through this it becomes associated with a historical agent
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 of death, while the image of it likened to a coffin points to a common

 contemporary cause of death, reflective of the high incidence of fatal

 drink- and-drive accidents on reservations. But the truck's lasting reso

 nance is as a symbolic mode of entombment and "erasure" by two forces

 of contemporary American nation-state imperialism: corporate capi
 talism and the U.S. army, which "not only protects] the nation from
 foreign invasion, but promote[s] the causes of and provide[s] security
 for the hierarchal apparatuses of the state."44 Silko further makes the bit

 terly ironic point that they are buried with the same military honors

 as "if they had died at Wake Island or Iwo Jima," killed in legitimately

 sanctioned combat?only this "war" is waged on home ground, on the
 reservation, fuelled by alcohol and violence and "sanctioned" by racial

 prejudice (259). Ultimately, this war is as traumatic and disabling as the

 experience of World War II that fragments Tayo's consciousness in the

 opening pages of the novel. The iconic image of the soldiers erecting the

 American flag on foreign soil recalled by Iwo Jima is emotively chosen
 not only for its association with Ira Hayes (Pima) and his subsequent

 early death through alcoholism but also for its resonant image of land

 conquest and imperialism. In truth, Harley and Leroy seem as uncon

 nected to an Indian landscape as is possible. Certainly, they are sealed
 away forever from the healing and political empowerment that Tayo
 discovers in his journey, which famously reconnects him to his place
 within the Laguna landscape. This image of Harley and Leroy kept from

 a psychic-spiritual reintegration with the land serves as an encrypted,
 irruptive image that will, like the repeated narrative of "the loss" (or
 theft) of land, forever haunt the text and cultural memory.45 As Tayo's

 old grandma remarks, "It seems like I already heard these stories before.

 ... [0]nly thing is, the names sound different" (260).

 As Tayo embarks on his journey, his sense of betrayal by the army

 and by the U.S. government over the illegal appropriation of Indian
 land becomes more acute, necessitating its articulation in a narrative

 that doesn't, like the war stories of Emo and Leroy, become the empty
 ritual of self-promoting narratives of imperial greed and desire or, like

 the narrative of Harley's and Leroy's lives, doesn't enact its ultimate self

 destruction. What Tayo must particularly disassociate himself from is
 the narrative of bitter vengefulness as voiced by Emo, who punctuates

 his drunken diatribe with a "rattle" of his war trophy?a bag of teeth he

 had "knocked out of the corpse of a Japanese soldier" (60-61):
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 "You know," he said, slurring the words, "us Indians deserve
 something better than this goddamn dried-up country around

 here." . . . "What we need is what they got. I'll take San Diego."
 ... He didn't know that Tayo was sweating trying to fight off the

 nausea that surged at him whenever he heard the rattle in the little

 bag. "We fought their war for them." ... "But they got everything.

 And we don't get shit, do we?" (55)

 Emo's solution to the Indian loss of land is to enact revenge via sexual

 conquest, which twists the figural colonial trope of land as woman:
 "They took our land, they took everything! So let's get our hands on
 white women!" (55). In this earlier section of the novel, while Tayo is

 aware that the low self-esteem, the excessive desire for material goods,

 and the need to belong must be counteracted, he cannot articulate the
 necessary antidote because, like Emo and the others, he, too, is a psy

 chically benumbed participant in the circle of desire and empty ritual

 perpetuated by the war stories: "I don't know what it is, but I can feel it

 all around me" (53). Drunkenly repeated in the bars, like "long medi
 cine chants," these stories will never break out of their endless desire of

 belonging associated with the dominant white narrative of masculine

 power: "Belonging was drinking and laughing with the platoon, danc

 ing with blonde women, buying drinks with buddies born in Cleveland,

 Ohio" (43). For Tayo, this particular postwar narrative of American
 male camaraderie only exacerbates his psychic distress, while the veter

 ans' pseudotribal oral ritual of war stories is powerless and dangerously
 self-deceptive:

 Here they were, trying to bring back that old feeling, that feeling

 that they belonged to America the way they felt during the war.
 They blamed themselves for losing the new feeling; they never

 talked about it, but they blamed themselves for losing the land
 the white people took. . . . [T]hey never saw that it was the white

 people who gave them that feeling and it was the white people who

 took it away again when the war was over. (43)

 The complicity of the Indians in the "loss" of their land?what the text

 repeatedly identifies as the hegemonic "lie" underpinning the domi
 nant power structure?and that "lie's" foundational function at the

 heart of a reputedly inclusive American nationalism, e pluribus unum,
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 is, at this stage, revealed to be bound up with a guilt-ridden negotiation

 of Native identity. Here Ceremony accurately reflects the divided and

 confused loyalties resulting not only from the hangover of a power
 ful World War II American patriotism but also from various postwar

 policies such as termination and relocation, policies that, as Chadwick

 Allen points out, were designed to turn "indigenous 'communities of
 descent' based on kinship, shared culture, and connection to specific
 areas of land into Western-style 'communities of assent' based on indi
 vidual choice of association."46

 For Emo and others like him, caught between these two poles of

 American and now Indian identity with its incipient "placelessness," the

 continuing alignment with an American military identity is an empow

 ering one that makes sense. Emo flaunts his bloodlust as sanctioned by

 and as the ultimate proof of his belonging to the army: "He knew what

 they wanted. He was the best, they told him; some men didn't like to feel

 the quiver of the man they were killing; some men got sick when they
 smelled the blood. But he was the best; he was one of them. The best.

 United States Army" (62). Emo's pronounced jingoism and the attrac

 tion he has to a particularly visceral violence suggest that he embodies

 as a kind of perverse textual excess the frustrations of many returning

 Indian World War II veterans who became a "sort of 'lost generation' of

 Indians, who felt sold out by, and [felt] that they had unintentionally

 sold themselves out to, the government (and 'the land') they sought to

 serve."47 Having sought the kinship of the army and the "we, the people
 hood" of the American inclusive ideal, for some Indian veterans such

 a sellout should have only intensified their sense of further historical

 betrayal. However, as Tom Holm explains, due to the confusion of cul

 tural loyalties, the more these complex feelings of betrayal increased, the

 more patriotic the Indian response became:

 The consequent confusion afflicting this group, placed as it has

 been in the position of "representing" Indians while forever seek

 ing to reconcile the irreconcilable in its relationship to the United

 States, has increasingly beset Native North Americans to the pres
 ent day. It seems that the only psychological recourse open to
 Indians is not only to deny the magnitude of the extent to which

 they were misled by Washington, but to assert with increasing
 stubbornness the exact opposite.48
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 Against this endorsement of patriotism, then, Emo's celebration of
 killing?his conflation of killing with American honor and duty?
 becomes an ironically charged moment by Silko.

 Emo's attitude to women and love of killing?"Emo grew from each

 killing. Emo fed off each man he killed, and the higher the rank of the

 dead man, the higher it made Emo" (61)?can be seen as a precur
 sor to the cannibalism and brutal homosexuality of Silko's later novel,

 Almanac of the Dead, in which the "Destroyers"?evil "bestial men, rav
 enous for blood, [who] stalk and devour whatever titillates their jaded
 appetites"?are the representatives of a "Vampire Capitalism" and a
 rapacious colonial mindset.49 In Ceremony Emo's love of killing is also
 associated with a narrative of colonial rapaciousness in the form of the

 witchery narrative at the center of the novel.50 In the narrative Emo is the

 embodiment of an evil type of witch whose endorsement of American

 military bloodlust and association with past colonial-capitalist enter

 prises alluded to in the witchery narrative should be read as a highly
 provocative alliance:

 They kill what they fear.

 Entire villages will be wiped out
 They will slaughter whole tribes.
 Corpses for us
 Blood for us

 Killing killing killing killing. (136)

 Such violence is shown to be culturally transferable and historically
 endemic?not only suggesting contemporary massacres by the U.S.

 military of Vietnamese villagers such as those of My Lai but also recall

 ing the genocide associated with colonization where such massacres
 took place in both Native and white settlements.

 However, it is the loss of the land connected with the self-hatred of

 an internalized colonization that, I would argue, is the most potent and

 potentially radicalizing narrative in Ceremony. This is made manifest
 in Tayo's violent response to Emo's taunting of his mixed-blood status

 when he takes a broken bottle to slash open Emo's stomach. The visceral

 action of twisting the broken bottle in Emo's stomach only reveals the

 ultimate emptiness of its violent gesture to Tayo and the extent of the

 psychic damage?his inability to feel anything at all, even the fleeting
 satisfaction of revenge: "The space to carry hate was located deep inside,
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 below his lungs and behind his belly; but it was empty" (63). This emp
 tiness remains until Tayo discovers what lies at the heart of it: the "lie"

 of the land and the extent of the Indian culpability in that lie. For Tayo,

 "as long as the people believed the lies, they would never be able to see

 what had been done to them or what they were doing to each other"
 (191). He must disentangle himself from Emo's influence and the psy

 chically damaging narratives he advocates and the physical violence he
 incites. The way forward is to accept responsibility for his part in the

 wider repercussions of the witchery narrative, which is a conquest nar
 rative of Indian and colonial violence in extremis.

 But there is another complicity that Tayo must acknowledge. The
 fruits and spoils of an American commodity culture that he and his fel

 low vets have both heroically defended and desired are revealed as things
 "made from the stolen land"?extracted from the lifeblood of its Native

 peoples (169). The supreme irony of this loss and his wartime effort to

 defend American values and culture become clear in an allegorical story

 Tayo remembers about the lost "innocence" of a man who on a trail walk

 comes upon some white shell beads stolen from an Indian grave:

 It was the story of the white shell beads all over again, the white
 shell beads, stolen from a grave and found by a man as he walked

 along a trail one day. He carried the beautiful white shell beads on
 the end of a stick because he suspected where they came from; he

 left them hanging in the branches of a pifion tree. And although

 he had never touched them they haunted him. ... He lost touch
 with the life he had lived before the day he found those beads; and

 the man he had been before that day was lost somewhere on that
 trail where he first saw the beads. (169)

 This abject terror of cultural loss and identity displacement is com
 prehensible when one sees how the multivalent meanings of land and
 place in the text are inextricably linked. For Tayo, the discourse of land

 is loaded: as representational of an American ideal its "stolenness" and

 imperialist violence reveal its emptiness; as a source of Laguna cultural

 revitalization it is damaged, "lost," and at times psychically or spiritu
 ally inaccessible; and as an economic resource it is stripped and cut
 into, mined for its death-dealing uranium. Tayo's slow political coming

 to being involves his comprehension that land, while a place for indi

 vidual spiritual healing and regeneration of a tribal or communal iden
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 tity, is also an ideological or epistemological "ground" where differing

 concepts of "ownership" are capable of writing over Native narratives
 of identity, belonging, and physical presence.

 RELOCATING NATIVE SOVEREIGNTY

 It is in Ceremony's devastating depiction of the lives of the Native inhab

 itants in the shantytown on the north side of Gallup, New Mexico,
 where the effects of relocation and termination policies of the 1950s

 that sought to "urbanize Indians on an individual basis" are most acute.

 Between 1945 and the 1960s the U.S. government operated a policy of

 termination and relocation, an attempt to end the paternalistic rela
 tionship between reservations and the U.S. government coupled with

 high-pressured moves to relocate "Indians as individuals away from
 their home communities to a 'better life'" in the urban centers.51 This

 would be the opportunity for an economic disinvestment by the gov
 ernment and a severance of its dealings with Indians as "members of
 larger polities (tribes and nations) ."52 The goal was assimilation under

 cover of a pluralistic yet integrated society. As Joanne Nagel maintains,

 "Federal Indian policy remained frozen in the policy mold stamped
 during a conservative cold-war period policy epoch that stressed patri

 otism, American individual initiative, and national unity and pride.
 Federal Indian policy reflected these themes, in the context of which
 Indian separateness and distinctiveness viewed as 'un-American.'"53

 In the hoped-for dismantling of the reservation system, in the guise of

 a better democracy, lies a veiled yet distinct attack on political sover
 eignty. The loss of association with the land, the predicted disruption of

 tribal communities by the dissolution of their viable workforce, and the

 exogamous marriage practices that would occur in the Indian diaspora
 to the cities would, in time, the U.S. government believed, weaken

 tribal nations designated for termination and relocation.54 While the

 Laguna Pueblo people were never on a direct list for termination, its
 effects and the effects of urban relocation were of concern to all Native

 peoples at the time.55 Ceremony alludes to issues of urban relocation

 and its attendant Indian "ghettoization" scenes by depicting the Gallup
 arroyo, where the displaced and disenfranchised Indians, blacks, and
 Mexicans from the surrounding U.S.-Mexico borderlands and reserva
 tions live in a makeshift community on the outskirts of the city, await
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 ing annual employment in the ironically named Gallup Ceremonial.
 This publicly sanctioned and profitable performance (for the white
 organizers) of "Indianness" for the tourists has created a second city of

 ethnically mixed outcasts for whom drunkenness, prostitution, child

 neglect, violence, and inadequate housing and medical support are a
 way of life. Yet it is here in the most displaced place of the novel where

 Tayo meets Betonie, who has a different perspective on the land of the

 Gallup arroyo, and where Tayo's nascent political consciousness takes
 on a particularly Indigenist hue.

 Betonie's hogan sits high up in the foothills of the Gallup arroyo as

 "a perpetual reminder of an alternative and mutually exclusive claim to

 the same land."56 "'It strikes me funny,' the medicine man said, shak

 ing his head, 'people wondering why I live so close to this filthy town.

 But see this hogan was here first. Built long before the white people
 ever came. It is that town down there which is out of place. Not this old

 medicine man'" (118). Betonie refuses the white narrative, which writes

 over the Dine prior claim and erases history, but he is also switching

 epistemological perspectives on the ownership of property. "The deeds

 and papers don't mean anything," he assures Tayo. "It's the people who
 belong to the mountain" (128). Rather than the mountain belonging to
 the people in the principle of ownership, for Betonie the relationship
 is expressed the other way around?a move that asserts an Indigenous
 view of property as stewardship. It is from this geographical and ideo

 logical new perspective that Tayo first understands the enormity of the

 "lie" and its betrayal: "This is where the white people and their prom
 ises had left the Indians. All the promises they made to you, Rocky, they

 weren't any different than the other promises they made" (127). Tayo is,

 of course, referring to the legacy of broken treaties, but he is also mak

 ing a more immediate connection, which is with the abject poverty and

 detritus he sees inside Betonie's hogan and surrounding him in the lives

 of the people of the arroyo:

 The calendars Betonie got for free and the phone books that he

 picked up in his travels?all of it seemed so pitiful and small
 compared to the world he knew the white people had?a world of

 sprawling houses he'd seen in California, a world of plenty in the
 food he had carried from the officers' mess to dump into garbage
 cans. (127)
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 The connection Tayo makes is crucial and one that redirects an emer

 gence of an Indian cultural identity from the land as the "inviolable
 referent"?one that, to reiterate Robert Nelson, functions as a "refer

 ential framework that lies, undistorted by the imaginative operations
 of either the writers or their protagonists ... as the basis for recen
 tering of self-consciousness"?to one where the land generates a social
 consciousness (in) formed by economic (class) and political inequity,
 which, in Tayo's case, becomes integral to his Indigenous identity.57

 This consciousness will separate him from the impetus driving Emo's

 cynical view of taking back the land, fuelling a politically constructive

 rage. Not only does Tayo realize that the whites "took almost everything"

 (127), but it is the Indians who must assume social and political respon

 sibility for its return:

 He wanted to kick their soft white bodies into the Atlantic Ocean;

 he wanted to scream to all of them that they were trespassers and
 thieves. He wanted to follow them as they hunted the mountain
 lion, to shoot them and their howling dogs with their own guns.

 The destroyers had sent them to ruin this world, and day by day

 they were doing it. He wanted to scream at Indians like Harley
 and Helen Jean and Emo that the white things they admired so
 much?the bright city lights and loud music, the soft sweet food
 and the cars?all these things had been stolen, torn out of Indian
 land; raw living materials for their ck'o'yo manipulation. (204)

 The rage at what he witnesses at the Gallup arroyo and the rage he later

 experiences after white ranch hands beat him and leave him for dead
 when he is found "trespassing" on their land in search of the spotted
 cattle are the flashpoints for wider, incendiary repercussions to come
 in Silko's Almanac of the Dead, when the similarly disenfranchised and
 poor of Tucson form a transnational army that rises up to take back

 the land. In Ceremony, however, this army lies in its embryonic stage in

 the arroyo, and it is Tayo who seemingly forms its nascent politicized
 consciousness.

 It is possible to extend the line linking the psychological disjuncture

 that Tayo experiences through his sense of betrayal by the U.S. govern

 ment over the war and his literal and cultural displacement due to the
 loss of Indian land to another possible influence on Tayo's political
 coming to being. Holm points out that the misguided sense of patrio
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 tism that formed an important post-World War II identity for Indian
 veterans, like the ceremonies of spiritual and social reintegration meant

 to heal their "wounded souls," was inadequate and politically ineffectual

 for the veterans returning from Vietnam. The shortfall in such healing

 ceremonies and a now-bankrupt patriotism were instrumental in "the

 rise of a 'new Indian militancy'":

 During the late 1960s and early 70s . . . Vietnam veterans and
 those most closely associated with them joined with the most
 traditional native elders to attempt to reconstitute the actuality

 (rather than simply the ritual forms) of indigenous warrior societ

 ies. Such entities were ... often physically aggressive in their pur

 suit of Indian national rights vis-a-vis the United States, yet?in
 the manner customary to North America's indigenous cultures?
 entirely defensive in their resort to actual violence.58

 The exacerbated sense of alienation and separation of "American
 Indians from the ideals and goals of the dominant culture and the fed

 eral government" encouraged many Indian veterans to seek self-esteem

 and increased political self-determination for tribal nations in the
 radical and militant arms of AIM.59 Although Silko might "reject its
 [AIM's] politics of confrontation," she extracts the essence of its radical

 philosophy, inflecting it in Tayo.60 His rage at social injustice and his
 retracing of the Laguna landscape as an act of cultural reclamation are
 the first steps toward "taking back the land" that forms the textual cri

 de coeur of Almanac of the Dead.
 If Tayo's new political perspective generates an unappeasable anger,

 he importantly learns to translate this into a subversive geographic nar

 rative rather than into his previously expressed violence. For Piper,

 Tayo's retracing of the landscape signifies a literal remapping, an "alter

 native patterning of American territories" that "strips governmental

 designations and embraces the patterns and land perceptions of the
 old people. Walking here functions as its own form of writing, a geo

 graphical inscription in which a dialectic between land and feet set the
 terms. Tayo's walk is a remembering, a self-remembering and a place
 remembering, which is necessarily a violation of white legal landscapes."

 Piper sees Tayo as accomplishing a symbolic reclamation of Indian land

 through the doubled motion of ignoring existent legal settler bound
 aries?as in his cutting of the fence to retrieve the spotted cattle?and
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 retracing traditional Laguna routes involving sacred sites of emergence

 and migration. In order to achieve this he must learn to (re)read the
 patterns of the land through its colonial template, which has deterrito

 rialized Native codes and reterritorialized them through "the abstract

 signifying systems" of the American legal and governmental bodies,
 which are primarily recorded through various deeds, treaties, and legal

 papers of possession.61 What Tayo must renegotiate are the differing
 ideas of possession of land imposed by the workings not only of the

 American legal system but of the American nation-state. To counter
 act these legal documents, Piper's recourse is to remap Tayo's journey

 as an ancient Native "text" by significantly challenging what Neil Smith

 in his Uneven Development: Nature, Capital and the Production of Space

 identifies as capitalism's "fundamentally geographical project."62 Piper's

 conceptual remapping not only reinscribes a Native and local, grounded

 idea of land as a response to the nascent abstracting processes of trans

 national space of a postwar America but also "translates" Tayo's action

 into a metaphoric legal document. This is a document that idealistically
 rewrites Euro-American ideas of territorial imperatives of ownership
 and exclusive boundaries in terms of Native territorial imperatives of

 geosacred ties and reciprocal relationship with the landscape. But even
 Piper's astute use of a Deleuzian approach and liberal interpretation of

 Ceremony's "world as text" theme could be seen as contributing to "a
 sense of place" that keeps such challenges to (post)colonial space merely
 symbolic. Such symbolism, however, ultimately denies the political pur

 chase of an Indigenist interpretation of land:

 The indigenous historical challenge, moreover, is not "metaphori
 cal" but deeply material. The insistence on a special relationship
 to the land as the basis for indigenous identity is not merely spiri

 tual, an affirmation of an ecological sensibility, but also calls for

 a transformation of the spatial arrangements of colonialism or

 postcolonialism. Indigenism, in other words, challenges not just
 the relations between different ethnicities but the system of eco

 nomic relations that provides the ultimate context for social and

 political relationships.63

 And yet it is precisely this critical discourse about land that gives
 Ceremony its unique place in Native American literary history.
 Ceremony is very much a novel of its time in that material issues of sov
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 ereignty chart a struggle with a metaphoric or symbolic positioning via

 the land in critical discussions. The text not only plays out the avowed

 spiritual relationship with land but begins to investigate the material

 crossings of power, economic relations, and spatial arrangements of

 (post) colonialism and how they might, indeed, be rearranged.
 This struggle between the metaphoric or symbolic and the material

 ist considerations of land become particularly relevant when Almanac
 of the Dead is considered. If a critical consensus still perceives the rela

 tionship of land in Ceremony as nonthreatening enough to allow its
 position as favorite in an American multicultural canon, Almanac's

 strident imperative?"Native Americans acknowledge no borders; they

 seek nothing less than the return of all tribal land"?refuses any such

 canonical accommodation.64 Almanac's view of place, its proposal of

 not only the "rearrangement" of the spatial contours of (post)colonial
 ism and the global enterprise of late capitalism but also the systemic
 changes through a radically inflected discourse of Indigenist land con
 cerns, can be said to have its genesis in Ceremony's anti-imperialism and

 its strong impetus for self-determination and sovereignty. As Chanette
 Romero has remarked, Almanac "uses . . . cross-cultural connections

 and upholds and attempts to strengthen American Indian nationalist
 concerns through international alliances."65 Such alliances are formed

 by the cultural exchange or "network flows" of shared histories where
 the violent dispossession of land connects avenging restless spirits with

 highly politicized and organized marching armies of Vietnam veterans,
 displaced Indigenous radicals, and the marginalized of the Americas
 who join forces to literally take back the land. Indeed, the inclusive soli

 darity of Almanac's radical "tribal internationalists" can be traced to
 the epiphany Tayo experiences in the disused uranium mine, where his

 instinctual and ideological move in the face of the ultimate disposses

 sion of all human life is to radically "tribalize" all of humanity: "From

 that time on, human beings were one clan again united by the fate the

 destroyers planned for all of them, for all living things" (246).

 However, if the tenor of current (post)colonial reappraisals of
 Ceremony can be seen as generated in part by the critical reaction to
 Almanac's controversial political?some might say polemical?stance,
 the "polemics" of Ceremony still run the risk of being critically captured
 and tamed to serve a current form of neutered multiculturalism. As

 Helmbrecht Breinig in his 2003 assessment of Ceremony points out, "As
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 a re-assertion of tribal culture in its mixture of dynamics and stabil

 ity in contrast to the destructive war machinery of the dominant soci
 ety, it can be read as a postcolonial text, but the same cultural aspects
 might also render it a positive specimen of cultural diversity in a liber

 ally pluralistic United States."66 Breinig's statement is telling. Here the

 generalized qualities of tribalism?dynamics and stability?are valued
 through their ability to contrast the aggressive nature of the warlike
 United States and in the positive example they provide for a particular

 nation-state agenda of neutralized multiculturalism. Providing a criti
 cal benchmark for militaristic excesses recalls the redemptive role of the

 peaceful "noble savage" associated with the myth of the Golden Age,
 while the stability of Laguna tribal culture (which "conveniently" con
 tains its dynamism within its cultural stability) offers a nonthreatening

 "specimen" of acceptable cultural diversity. However, if Breinig's well
 meaning approach covertly depoliticizes Ceremony for another genera
 tion of readers, it is possible to "politically re-vision" the text through

 considerations of its manifestations of an early Indigenism and its asso

 ciation with Native ideas of place and land as well as through the novel's

 exploration of the constant testing of the idea of Indigenous sovereignty

 against state and federal legislative, material, and conceptual boundaries.

 Such a "re-vision" not only helps to construct an alternative approach
 in answer to some of Ceremony's more debilitating depoliticizing criti

 cal history but also suggests Ceremony as a text offering a vital political

 "groundedness" for Indigenous peoples involved in the ongoing struggle

 against "placeless abstractions such as capital, the nation-state, and their

 discursive expressions in the realm of theory."67

 NOTES

 i. Robert M. Nelson speaks about "Ts'eh," the female figure of regenerative

 nature in Ceremony, as the "spirit of place" in Place and Vision: The Function

 of Landscape in Native American Fiction (New York: Peter Lang, 1993), 15.

 2. Leslie Marmon Silko, Ceremony (New York: Penguin Books, 1977), 95. All

 subsequent references to Ceremony will be cited in the text.
 3. Nelson, Place and Vision, 7.

 4. Leslie Marmon Silko, Yellow Woman and a Beauty of the Spirit (New
 York: Arcade Publishing, 1996), 58.

 5. David Abram, The Spell of the Sensuous: Perception and Language in a
 More-Than-Human World (New York: Vintage Books, 1996), 130.
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 6. William Bevis, "Native American: Homing In," in Recovering the Word:

 Essays on Native American Literature, ed. Brian Swann and Arnold Krupat

 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), 592.
 7. Nelson, Place and Vision, 1.

 8. Dennis Cutchins, c"So That the Nations May Become Genuine Indian':

 Nativism and Leslie Marmon Silko's Ceremony," Journal of American Culture
 22, no. 4 (1999): 77.

 9. See Edith Swan, "Laguna Symbolic Geography and Silko's Ceremony,"
 American Indian Quarterly 14, no. 2 (1988): 229-49; Kenneth Lincoln, "Blue
 Medicine," in Leslie Marmon Silko's "Ceremony": A Casebook, ed. Allan
 Chavkin (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002); Robert C. Bell, "Circular

 Design in Ceremony," American Indian Quarterly 5, no. 1 (1979): 47-61; and
 Paula Gunn Allen, "The Feminine Landscape of Leslie Marmon Silko's Cer

 emony" in The Sacred Hoop: Recovering the Feminine in American Indian Tra
 ditions (Boston: Beacon Press, 1992), 118-26.

 10. For a discussion of this see Krista Comer, Landscapes of the New West:

 Gender and Geography in Contemporary Women s Writing (Chapel Hill: Uni

 versity of North Carolina Press, 1999).

 11. Jana Sequoya-Magdaleno, "Telling the differance: Representations of
 Identity in the Discourse of Indianness," in The Ethnic Canon: Histories, Insti
 tutions and Interventions, ed. David Palumbo-Liu (Minneapolis: University of

 Minnesota Press, 1995), 88-116. See also Kenneth M. Roemer, "Silko's Arroyos

 as Mainstream: Processes and Implications of Canonical Identity," Modern
 Fiction Studies 45 (1999): 10-37.

 12. For a discussion on the influences of romantic thought on Native litera

 ture see Helen Carr, "The Beginnings of Romantic Nationalism," in Invent

 ing the American Primitive: Politics, Gender, and the Representation of Native

 American Literary Traditions 1789-1936 (New York: New York University Press,

 1996), 58-100; and David Murray, Forked Tongues: Speech, Writing and Repre

 sentation in North American Indian Texts (Bloomington: Indiana University
 Press, 1991).

 13. For Ceremony's commitment to "tribalism" see Bevis, "Native Ameri
 can," 585-98; for "nativism" see Cutchins, "So That the Nations," 77-89; for

 a "focus on tribal consciousness" see Allen, The Sacred Hoop, 82. For a critic

 who has addressed issues of uranium mining see Shamoon Zamir, "Literature

 in a National Sacrifice Area: Leslie Marmon Silko's Ceremony" in New Voices

 in Native American Literary Criticism, ed. Arnold Krupat (Washington, DC:

 Smithsonian Institution Press, 1993), 396-415; and for artificially imposed

 borders on Laguna land see Karen Piper, "Police Zones: Territory and Iden

 tity in Leslie Marmon Silko's Ceremony" American Indian Quarterly 21, no. 3
 (1997): 483-97
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 14- The use of the word "sovereignty" as an appropriate designation for
 Native legal self-determination and nation status is contested by some Native
 scholars because of its historical association with colonial endeavors of Euro

 pean expansion and ongoing colonialism in the U.S. settler-state. See Taiaiake
 Alfred for a discussion of objections to the use of the term in Peace, Power,

 Righteousness: An Indigenous Manifesto (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
 1999). For a historical perspective see Joanne Barker, "For Whom Sovereignty

 Matters," in Sovereignty Matters: Locations of Contestation and Possibility in

 Indigenous Struggles for Self-Determination, ed. Joanne Barker (Lincoln: Uni

 versity of Nebraska Press, 2005), 1-31.

 15. Piper, "Police Zones," 487.

 16. The concept of "nations within" is taken from Vine Deloria Jr. and Clif

 ford M. Lytle, The Nations Within: The Past and Future of American Indian
 Sovereignty (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1984).

 17. For a view on this see Ward Churchill and Winona LaDuke, "Native

 North America: The Political Economy of Radioactive Colonialism," in The
 State of Native America: Genocide, Colonization, and Resistance, ed. Annette
 Jaimes (Boston: South End Press, 1992), 241-66.

 18. Arnold Krupat, Red Matters: Native American Studies (Philadelphia:
 University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002), 8.

 19. Simon J. Ortiz, "Towards a National Indian Literature: Cultural Authen

 ticity in Nationalism," MELUS 8, no. 2 (1981): 11.
 20. Ortiz, "Towards a National Indian Literature," 11; Gerald Vizenor,

 Manifest Manners: Narratives on Postindian Survivance (Lincoln: University of
 Nebraska Press, 1994), 69.

 21. Ortiz, "Towards a National Indian Literature," 10.

 22. Jace Weaver, Craig S. Womack, and Robert Warrior, American Indian Lit

 erary Nationalism (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2006), 33.
 23. Ortiz, "Towards a National Indian Literature," 12.

 24. Appiah quoted in Arnold Krupat, The Turn to the Native: Studies in
 Criticism and Culture (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1996), 39.

 25. Kwame Anthony Appiah, In My Fathers House: Africa in the Philosophy
 of Culture (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 149-50, 59,150.

 26. Krupat, The Turn, 39, 41.

 27. Krupat cites Momaday's doctorate under Yvor Winters at Stanford and

 Silko's studentship under Tony Hillerman at the University of New Mexico
 {The Turn, 41).

 28. Appiah quoted in Krupat, The Turn, 42, 54.

 29. Appiah, In My Fathers House, 59.

 30. This is a perspective that Krupat is much more open to in his later work,

 Red Matters. See the chapter "Nationalism, Indigenism, Cosmopolitanism:
 Three Perspectives on Native American Literatures," 1-23.
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 3i. Ronald Niezen, The Origins of Indigenism: Human Rights and the Politics

 of Identity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 23.

 32. James Ruppert, "Mediation in Contemporary Native American Writ
 ing," in Native American Perspectives on Literature and History, ed. Alan R.

 Velie (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1994), 18.

 33. Joanne Nagel, American Indian Ethnic Renewal: Red Power and the Resur

 gence of Identity and Culture (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 224.

 34. See the introduction in Chavkin, Leslie Marmon Silko's "Ceremony,"

 3-18, where he discusses the time when Silko was writing Ceremony.

 35. Alan Wald, "The Culture of Internal Colonialism': A Marxist Perspec
 tive," MELUS 8, no. 3 (1981): 26.

 36. Chadwick Allen, Blood Narrative: Indigenous Identity in American and

 Maori Literary and Activist Texts (Durham, NC: Duke University Press), 108.

 37. In 1945 both Arizona and New Mexico still refused voting rights to

 Indian citizens. This affected nearly 100,000 Indians. All other states (except

 Maine) had granted Indian citizens the right to vote between the passage in

 1924 of the Indian Citizenship Act and the start of World War II. See Alison
 R. Bernstein, American Indians and World War II: Toward a New Era in Indian

 Affairs (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991), 138-41, for a further

 discussion of the relationship of veterans to issues of suffrage and Indian citi

 zenship in the Southwest.
 38. Allen, Blood Narrative, 108.

 39. Nagel, American Indian Ethnic Renewal, 224.

 40. Mitchell quoted in Ann Brigham, "Productions of Geographic Scale
 and Capitalist Colonialist Enterprise in Leslie Marmon Silko's Almanac of the
 Dead" Modern Fiction Studies 50, no. 2 (2004): 305.

 41. Tom Holm writes in his study Strong Hearts, Wounded Souls: Native

 American Veterans of the Vietnam War (Austin: University of Texas, 1996), 104:

 According to John Collier, then commissioner of Indian Affairs, . . .

 [b]y 1944 almost 22,000 Indians, not counting those who had become
 officers, were part of the United States armed forces. At the war's end,

 there were over 25,000 Native Americans scattered throughout the mili

 tary services, with the bulk of them in the U.S. Army. While this seems

 a relatively small number ... it represents a larger proportion than any

 other element of our population.
 42. Wald, "The Culture of'Internal Colonialism,'" 25,18.

 43. Piper, "Police Zones," 490.
 44. Tom Holm, "Patriots and Pawns: State Use of American Indians in the

 Military and the Process of Nativization in the United States," in Jaimes, The

 State of Native America, 346.

 45. This idea of Ceremony as a haunted text is taken from John J. Su,
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 "Haunted by Place: Moral Obligation and the Postmodern Novel," Centennial

 Review 42, no. 3 (1998): 589-614. He sees Ceremony as a text with a sense of

 "recurring loss" and as an example (along with Toni Morrison's Beloved) of

 a text that exhibits "interminable haunting." Although Su never specifically

 elucidates his theory in terms of Ceremony, I assume he is talking about the

 loss of land and sense of displacement that Tayo experiences that permeates
 the text.

 46. Allen, Blood Narrative, 41-42.

 47. Holm, "Patriots," 362.

 48. Holm, "Patriots," 362.

 49. Janet St. Clair, "Cannibal Queers: The Problematics of Metaphor in

 Almanac of the Dead? in Leslie Marmon Silko: A Collection of Critical Essays,

 ed. Louise K. Barnett and James L. Thorson (Albuquerque: University of New

 Mexico Press), 207. Discussions of the "Destroyers" and "Vampire Capitalists"

 occur throughout Silko's Almanac of the Dead, but see part 2, book 2, "Reign

 of Fire-Eye Macaw" (303-46) for a particular focus.

 50. Catherine Rainwater, in Dreams of Fiery Stars: The Transformations
 of Native American Fiction (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,

 1999), 146-47, identifies the correspondence between the "witchery" in Cere

 mony and the "Destroyers" in Almanac of the Dead as a kind of "syllepsis" that

 makes conscious Silko's intertextuality: "Silko means for us to see that the

 witches and the corrupt human beings are manifestations of the same force

 within a 'larger pattern' suggested by interconnected texts." However, this
 intertextuality isn't just limited to Silko's texts but is linked to the "Indian and

 non-Indian equivalents of the Destroyers in novels by other American Indi
 ans." For Rainwater, "a 'larger' story of the oppression of Native Americans
 resides in the intertext and amounts to one of the structural invariants unit

 ing American Indian writings."

 51. Tom Holm, Strong Hearts, Wounded Souls: Native American Veterans of
 the Vietnam War (Austin: University of Texas, 1996), 108, emphasis added.

 52. Holm describes the policy of "termination and relocation" between 1945
 and the 1960s as follows:

 The government concocted "termination" to end the federal trust rela

 tionship with the tribes and "relocation" to urbanize Indians on an indi

 vidual basis. Until termination and relocation, Indian policy fluctuated

 back and forth between dealing with Indians as members of larger polities

 (tribes and nations) and treating Indians as backward individuals to be

 incorporated into the American mainstream. The new policy was to be a

 grand one-two punch that not only got the federal government out of the

 Indian business, but also moved Indians as individuals away from their

 home communities to a "better life." Thousands of Indian people were
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 given vocational training and resettled in urban areas to join the already

 relocated World War II Indian factory workers. (Strong Hearts, 108)

 53. Nagel, American Ethnic Renewal, 214.

 54. Holm makes the point that many ties were not necessarily weakened but

 remained strong during this Native diaspora (Strong Hearts, 108-10).
 55. In her article "Self-Determination and Subordination: The Past, Pres

 ent, and Future of American Indian Governance," in Jaimes, The State of
 Native America, 100, Rebecca L. Robbins notes: "As the 1960s dawned, much

 of Indian Country was in a furor concerning the threats to the very existence

 of indigenous nations posed by termination and other federal policies."

 56. Piper, "Police Zones," 491.
 57. Nelson, Place and Vision, 6.

 58. Holm, "Patriots," 363.
 59. Allen, Blood Narrative, 108.

 60. Jace Weaver, "Native American Authors and Their Communities,"

 Wicazo Sa Review 12, no. 1 (1997): 76. In a 1976 interview with Per Seyersted
 Silko expressed the following about AIM: "I feel that they're on the road that

 runs parallel to the road that I travel. I've seen the kind of things they talk
 about. I've been up in South Dakota and North Dakota. I've friends up there.

 In other words, I can sympathize and understand what they are saying. But

 there's no subtlety to their view. They oversimplify the world" (in Conversa

 tions with Leslie Marmon Silko, ed. Ellen L. Arnold [Jackson: University Press

 of Mississippi, 2000], 7).
 61. Piper, "Police Zones," 488, 494~95> 487-88.

 62. Smith quoted in Arif Dirlik, "Place-Based Imagination: Globalism and
 the Politics of Place," in Place and Politics in an Age of Globalization, ed. Rox
 ann Praziak and Arif Dirlik (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield Publish
 ers, 2001), 23.

 63. Arif Dirlik, "The Past as Legacy and Project: Postcolonial Criticism
 in the Perspective of Indigenous Historicism," American Indian Culture and
 Research 20, no. 2 (1996): 21.

 64. Leslie Marmon Silko, Almanac of the Dead (New York: Penguin Books,
 1991), map page.

 65. Chanette Romero, "Envisioning a 'Network of Tribal Coalitions,'"
 American Indian Quarterly 26, no. 4 (2002): 623-40, http://o-web.ebscohost
 .com.catalogue.ulrs.lon.ac.uk, accessed June 6, 2007.

 66. Helmbrecht Breinig, ed., Imaginary (Re-)Locations: Tradition, Moder

 nity, and the Market in Contemporary Native American Literature and Culture

 (Tubingen: Stauffenburg Verlag, 2003), 33~34

 67. Dirlik, "Place-Based Imagination," 22-23.
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